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Annie: Welcome to Balance365 Life Radio, a podcast that delivers honest
conversations about food, fitness, weight and wellness. I'm your host Annie
Brees along with Jennifer Campbell and Lauren Koski. We are personal trainers,
nutritionists and founders of Balance365. Together we coach thousands of
women each day and are on a mission to help them feel healthy, happy, and
confident in their bodies on their own terms. Join us here every week as we
discuss hot topics pertaining to our physical, mental and emotional wellbeing with
amazing guests. Enjoy.

Annie: Welcome back to another episode of Balance365 Life radio. It's Annie
here and I am so excited because this is the first podcast episode we've recorded
since Balance365 Life radio cracked the top 200 charts on iTunes. We cannot
thank you enough because that would not have been possible without all of you
listening, liking, subscribing, and sharing our podcast. So thank you. Thank you.
Thank you.

I want you to know that we read every single review like this one from Brittany.
She says, "This podcast and social media community has made a larger impact
on my mental health than I would have thought possible. I was spiralling into diet
culture following the birth of my son, unhappy with both my body and the
methods I was using to try and change it. I didn't need to change my body. I
needed to change my mindset. This podcast has played a significant role in
improving my relationship with my body and my overall mental health. I cannot
thank these ladies enough for the message they are spreading and my only
complaint is that there can't be a podcast every day" and Brittany, I hope so,
friend. I hope so that we can get to that one day that we have a podcast every
day.

Alright, let me tell you all about today's guest because today's guest has been a
friend of Balance365 for a really long time and unfortunately due to conflicting
schedules and even the birth of a couple of babies on her end and our end, we
just haven't been able to connect until today. But I want you to meet Emily. Emily
is a registered nurse, birth empowerment consultant and the founder of the Good



Birth Company. Emily believes that every family deserves a good birth and that
it's possible through empowering birthers with evidence and honesty.

Annie: Her flagship program, The Good Birth Course launches June 17th and
has toolkits for planning an empowered c-section, feeding your baby and
weathering the postpartum period that's coming up very soon if you're expecting.
It was really important to us that we have a guest on our show who is completely
neutral towards women's birthing decisions because as many of you already
know, this has become quite a controversial topic and we are not here to push
any agenda.

Lauren, Jen and I have all birthed differently and 100% believed that all women's
experiences are important and valid. In preparing for this podcast episode, Emily
shared with us this quote that she could care less how women choose to birth.
My priority is that they are happy and satisfied with how their birth experience
went. We thought this was so refreshing to hear because it's so rarely seen in the
quote unquote mommy war climate of social media, and this really fits with our
philosophy of Balance365 that women are in charge of their bodies.

Annie: It doesn't matter what they choose to do, it's that they were the driver of
that decision and they had all the information they needed to make that decision
and Emily does just that for her clients. And we cover such great important topics
today. I think you're going to love it. Enjoy. Lauren. Happy Monday. How are you?

Lauren: Hi, I am great. How are you?

Annie: I'm good. We have a special guest today and it's, it's technically we're
recording on Canada Day and our guest is Canadian, so I feel very privileged to
have her on the show, don't you? Don't you feel like, I feel like we're like
Canadian by proxy because we have so many Canadian connections and
friends, so like I feel like I should celebrate.

Lauren: And I think I need a Canadian calendar because-

Annie: For sure

Lauren: I didn't know that today was Canada Day until Jen said, "Hey, I'm not
working. It's Canada Day."



Annie: And then there's, like ,what is it, may long? That we cannot keep straight.
There's a lot of Canadian holidays, but I do feel like we have a strong Canadian
connection. So we're so thankful that, Emily, you joined us today on our show
even though it's a holiday. Thank you for joining us.

Emily: Thank you guys for having me. I'm happy to be here.

Annie: We've been trying to get you on the show for a long time now and it's
finally worked out. So thanks for joining us. Are you doing well?

Emily: I am. I just had a great weekend at the cottage so I'm all set for today and
yeah, ready to get going.

Annie: That sounds awesome. So we're just going to dive right into it because I'm
looking over our outline and we have so much that we want to discuss with you
while we have your time and attention cause you have a lot to say and you have
such a wonderful perspective. So would you just, let's just start out by telling me
about your story of planning a home birth, and how that maybe went awry and
how your following deliveries went and how you kind of came to your perspective
now.

Emily: Right. I started off at the far end of one spectrum. I was very much a
natural-minded, natural birth believer, you know, anti everything other than just
the natural way. So, I was 21 when I had my first son. We were fortunate enough
to have midwives here in Ontario. We were in the Niagara Region at that point
and I had everything planned for the home birth. You know, I had the, the sheets
on the bed. I had my, you know, my chili ready to make, I was set, my husband
was gonna play video games, the whole thing.

And then when my water broke, we discovered that this little baby had pooped
inside of me. And that was one of my personal reasons to go into hospital. Even
at that point I was like, "No, I know this is something I'm more comfortable in a
hospital setting." And we moved into hospital at that point. I was about six
centimeters. Things were starting and we got to the hospital and everything just
stopped. I had, I'm just trying to think back to his birth.

Emily: It was a tough birth. It was long. There was back labor. He was, you know,
not in a great position. I tried all the things and I was not progressing and then
they're like, "Okay, let's give you a whiff of oxytocin. Let's just, you know, get



things going a bit. 18 units later, which is just a little bit below what the max is. He
still wasn't moving and I was coping but barely. And at that point, my, I had a
midwife and I had a nursing staff at that point because of the structure of care.
That's called a shared care model. Once you have some medications on board or
certain medications, you have to have, different staff support. And they said,
"Let's try an epidural. You've been laboring literally since Monday. This is, you
know, Wednesday around 3:00 AM, you're tired. "

Emily: So at seven, the anaesthetist came in, gave me an epidural. We waited
and waited and waited. I got to 10 centimeters and then we waited some more.
And long story short, his birth ended as a c-section. We use the term emergency
c section for anything that's not planned ahead of time. So it wasn't an emergent,
you know, rush to the delivery room or rushed to the operating room kind of birth.
It was just, he wasn't coming and everybody had waited long enough. So he was
born at three o'clock. And I don't remember his birth, I don't remember the first
day of his life. And that sat with me for a very long time. And so you went from,
yeah, that extreme like, "Ooh, we're going to have this baby at home and I need
nothing," I literally didn't have a hospital bag packed to a c-section.

Emily: And again, we were young. My husband had no idea, you know, like he
thought he was being sent home with a newborn baby. Like I was in the hospital
and he's going to go home with the baby. So flash forward to 2015 when our
second son was born, I had an unmedicated hospital VBAC. So VBAC is a
vaginal birth after Cesarean. The area I was living in at the time didn't allow out of
hospital VBACs. So I was in Saskatoon and we had a phenomenal experience.
His birth was a really positive thing. Again, not an easy one by any means, but
instead of, you know, that Monday to Thursday labor, I had an hour and a half of
contractions and I was at 10 centimeters and then he took six hours to come
from that point until he was born. And it was a hard, tough, you know, mental
game.

Emily: But at the end of it I had a really good intervention-free experience. And
then a few years later after that, in March of 2018, my husband and I said
goodbye to our twins via a dilation and evacuation procedure. So that was a
medically assisted miscarriage and that too was something I never had on my
radar. I took it for granted that I'm really fertile and I carry healthy babies. So that
really opened my eyes to a whole different part of what birth is because that was
a birth too. They didn't come home with me, but I carried them and I said



goodbye to them on the same day. And then a few months later we found out we
were pregnant again with a little dude who's now four months old. So again, we
moved into an area with a very tumultuous birth culture. The midwives and OBs
and it's just really tense and I knew going into it if I wanted a good experience, I
was going to have to fight tooth and nail for it.

Emily: So I started as soon as I found out I was pregnant and started putting
those things in place. And again, as our kids do, they mess up all of our plans. I
had everything ready for another out of hospital birth. We are lucky enough in this
area, they also offered a clinic birth, which is sort of like the birth center in the
States, but it's actually just our midwives clinic. They have a beautiful suite there
that you can go to instead of having a birth in your home but if you don't want to
be in hospital. And again, we, my husband and I and the kids were out for Red
Lobster about an hour away from home and my water broke and it was full of
Meconium, which is the first poop a baby has. That's not a good, not a good
thing. And compared to my first, this was like a lot, so again, red flag for me, this
is no longer going to be an out of hospital birth.

Emily: We're going into hospital and his birth was very, very different as well. It
was medically managed from the hop because of the fact that I didn't have any
contractions starting. So my water broke, we waited a couple hours, nothing was
going. And because of the meconium, they wanted to have him born quicker
than, you know, rather than waiting for too long because we didn't know why he
pooped. And when babies pooped, it usually means they're stressed about
something or they're just, they're ready to come.

And once we got into hospital, I had the full everything. I had the IV, I had the,
you know, the monitors on my belly. I had pitocin and I have to say it was my best
birth, even though it was the total opposite of everything that I had planned and it
was good because I had planned it and I had put things into place to make sure
that the things that were important to me happened.

Emily: And yeah, so he's a happy four month old baby. He's awesome. And I
certainly learned a lot from, I guess our first baby was born in 2012 and here we
are in 2019. So I've grown a lot as a-

Annie: And you've had a quite, quite the spectrum of experiences and those
deliveries and births and I, which I think is, and something that the, the ribbon
that was threaded through all those stories, which you are such a huge champion



for all the time is for women advocating for what they, what they need, but then
also, flexibility.

Emily: Absolutely.

Annie: Yeah. And I think that's the part where I'm a little bit different in that view
because a lot of people look at planning, be it planning for everyday life, be it
meal planning, be birth planning, as a really rigid, structured set of rules, when in
reality we plan to give ourselves freedom and to give ourselves confidence in our
choices, not to set ourselves up to follow, you know, step one through eight or
whatever.

Annie: Absolutely. So, I feel like I'm going to confession here. I'm Catholic. Let's
just, let's just jump right into why are birth plans or informed consent important
and how having a birth plan can help us have a better experience. Because
Lauren, did you have a birth plan?

Lauren: My first one I did have a birth plan and I had a Doula. It did not go
according to plan. My second birth I didn't really have a plan. I was like, "Eh,
we're just gonna," I mean, I guess I had like a loose plan but not like my first one.

Emily: Yeah. Sorry, sorry. I was just going to say that first plan, was it, you know,
what you wanted in a perfect world or was it what you really want it to feel like at
the end of it?

Lauren: I guess it was, I didn't really know what I was getting into and I had
planned for an all natural birth and I did not have it all natural birth and at this
point like I'm totally fine with that. Like, "Yay, epidurals!" Is my stance at this point.
But I had a Doula and I had told her ahead of time like that I wanted to hold off as
long as possible having an epidural. And so she held me to that. And so I did, I
don't know what the drug was that I did first. It was the way they explained it to
me was you're going to feel the contractions but you're not going to care. So it
was almost like I was high and like I didn't like it at all and then it wore off and it
was even more painful and I had to basically, cause I had said before the birth
that I didn't want an epidural, I had to push really hard to then actually get the
epidural once I wanted it because they were like, "You said you didn't."

Lauren: And I was, like, screaming at them like "Give me the damn epidural. I
changed my mind" and so I ended up getting one, it was just, it was hard. There



was, I didn't know what I was doing, right. Like I didn't, I didn't know what was
coming, what it was going to be like. And, it was, and it was a rough recovery.

Emily: That is exactly like hit the nail on the head of where I sit about birth plans
too because my overall philosophy is like I said, you plan to understand what you
want to happen and how you want to feel at the end of it. We're not planning a
birth ideal. We're not, you know, it's not a piece of paper about do we want the
lights on or off or what music you want playing. Or it's about looking at how all of
the stuff can go wrong potentially or how it can go right and how you want to deal
with it.

Emily: And that's kind of where I come into, you know, the birth world right now
because we had those two extremes of "I'm going to have all natural" and then
something happens and it changes and you don't want that anymore and that's
okay. But nobody, what I find is when you're in that one camp, you don't plan for
what might happen if something goes wrong because you're in that, you know,
that positive mindset that nothing's going to go wrong. And when I say go wrong,
it doesn't mean an emergency. It can just mean you're tired or "This sucks and I
don't like this anymore. I want to change something." And I think we put a lot of
weight into having a, into succeeding, right? A lot of us are women, you know, we
don't like to fail. We don't like to do wrong.

Emily: We don't want to make the wrong choice. And when we're preparing for
birth, we're being inundated with this message that there is a good way and
there's a bad way or the right way in the wrong way. And that's not the case. It's
only your way. And there's a study from Waterloo, Ontario actually out of the
Journal of Perinatal Education that says a woman's positive and negative
recollections of their birth experience were more related to experiences of choice
and control than they were to the individuals who were present in the birthing
room or the particular interventions that were chosen or necessary during a
woman's birth experience. So we associate a bad birth with stuff happening when
in reality it's how we're treated and how we're spoken to and what our sense of
control over the situation is. Not the actual things that go wrong, does that make
any sense?

Annie: Absolutely. Yeah. And I think, too, that this is just my experience in my
third birth, I, finally, by the third time I took some time to like actually consider
what choices I have instead of just kind of go in with tradition or doing what my
girlfriends did or doing what my doctors prescribed, which can be really helpful



and relevant information. But I never want stopped to consider like, is this the
only way of doing things or is this just the way they know or they did it or their
moms did it or their girlfriends, you know? And it turns out I had a lot more choice
than I thought as far as things like eating, getting checked. How often, do I have
to lay down on the bed? Can I stand? Can I walk? Do I have to be hooked up to
this monitor and obviously every, every labor is highly contextual. It's so different.
But I had way more choice than I ever imagined possible just by saying like, "Do I
have to do that? I don't want to do that. What are my other choices? What are my
other options?" And it was like a whole new world.

Emily: And that's it, finding out what your choices are because no one can give
informed consent or you know, make an informed choice if they don't know that
they can say no because if no is not on the table, it is not a choice. And, that's
the part where like I said, we've spent a few years getting to this point. I've
become a little more radical in some ways and a little more, you know, subdued
in others. And, I think a big part of this is informing women that they are the
drivers of their health care, the same way that, you know, I'm not by any means
degrading or putting down our care providers because there are some incredible
people out there doing great things, but it's like the same with people who go to a
physician who's fat phobic, right? You're not necessarily getting the best care
because they're making their recommendations from a very biased position.

Emily: The same with obs, midwives, they all carry their own baggage and their
own lens on how things should go and that's fine, but that's their view. It's not,
does not have to be yours and teaching women that they have those options to
be heard and teaching them the mechanism to be heard, I think is the important
thing because often women go in with their crumpled one page birth plan, right?
Stuffed in their hospital bag as they're rushing out the door and then they hand it
to their nurse, and the nurse puts it in the recycling bin or they take it back to you
that the care center to giggle at it.

And that's not how you're going to get, is that how you would you go to a meeting
at, you know, a work meeting? Not prepared? Not having had a conversation with
whoever you needed to before. So in my last birth, I actually planned a
pre-canned conference with the labor and delivery floor. So their social worker
was present, their nursing leadership was present as well as my midwives. And
we went over every piece of my plan on my chart.



Annie: Can I just add too, because you know, you're obviously super informed.
This is what you do for a living as a woman who is not as informed and does not
do this. I mean, I would say I'm more informed than maybe the average Jane, but
I find it or have found it really intimidating and uncomfortable to tell a healthcare
provider who seemingly knows more quote unquote than I do. Like, I don't want
to abide by whatever you're kind of pushing or funnelling me towards. And so in
that, in that way having, I had a Doula, my last birth and that was really helpful
because I felt like I had someone on my team saying like, "Hey, you don't have to
do that." Like the nurse would come in and she'd be like, "I want to check you."

Annie: And she would look at me kind of like, "Do you need me to step in here
and help advocate for you? If you don't want to be checked, you don't have to,"
you know, it was just like, you know, she had my back and it was just, she wasn't
there with her bias. She wasn't there saying "You need to do this or that." It was
just like, "Here's a buffet of all of your choices, which sounds good to you?" And
sometimes I went with what the nurse wanted and sometimes I went with, you
know, what I wanted or, or I disagreed or I agreed. But you know, I obviously talk
about food a lot, but one of that was one of the biggest things. I felt like such a
stinking rebel, but my, I had to check in. I had an induction with Blair.

Annie: I had to check in super early. I hadn't eaten by the time, it was like one
o'clock. I was still contracting, but I was starving and I needed food to like, if I
was going to deliver this baby, I needed some energy. And the hospital's all like,
you're not supposed to eat or whatever the clear diet is or whatever. Do you want
some Jello or some chicken noodles? So I'm like, "No, I want Jimmy John
Sandwiches. Please give me some substance." And so I felt like such a rebel, but
my doula was like, "It's fine. You can eat if you need to eat, you need to take care
of yourself. Go ahead and eat while, you know. And if the nurse has a problem
with it, I will handle it with you like, or with her."

And no one ever said anything. They were fine, but like it was, I just felt like, "Oh
my gosh, am I going to get caught? Are they going to be mad at me? Are they
gonna are they gonna be upset with me? Are they going to not provide as good
of care because I'm like breaking the rules or I'm not doing what they want." So I
think that can be like a big obstacle for women to get over.

Emily: It's huge. And without completely falling down, like, a feminist rabbit hole,
it comes down to people don't care about what women are telling them about
their experience. And the system is set up from a, there's a power indifference,



right? And just I picked up on, "I did what the nurse wanted or she didn't have a
problem with."

She doesn't get to have a problem with your choice. And I think that's the part
where I really kind of, I'm leaning in if you will, to the fact that our doctors, our
midwives, our nurses are professionals. We hold them with extreme high esteem,
you know, especially the nursing profession. We're always up there with
firefighters or nurses as the most trusted profession. But that means they have a
guiding code of practice.

Emily: They have rules, they must follow. However, most people don't know what
those rules are. And that for me is where I had my confidence going in was, I
know you're not allowed to do that because you can get in big trouble if you say
that to me. And that was the attitude I went forward with. And I really struggled
with it at first because I thought, "Do I want to kind of force their hand and force
good behavior and force respect and have them walking on eggshells or do I
want them to be comfortable but putting my needs second?" And I was like, "No,
I would rather have someone fearful that I was willing to file a report or
complaints or whatever it was then have them disregard what my needs were"
and finding that confidence because yes, we're shaped from children, right?

Emily: Who do we listen to? If our doctor tells us to do something, what do we tell
our kids about consent? Even now I have three little boys. You know, you,
nobody can touch you, but it's okay if the doctor does, we start from like square
one. Right? And even though it's, we do it with good intentions, you get to the
point where you are the most vulnerable person ever having a baby, a first time
mom or an experienced mom and then someone comes and tells you that, you
know, "No, you're not allowed to do that" most of the time in that moment and
you're not going to buck the system.

And that's why kind of, my passion for birth planning is buck the system before,
figure it out, know where you stand and then going in, don't question me. You
don't get to question me. You can come and present me with what's going on.
Let's talk about it, but do not question my decision because it's mine to make.

Annie: Which is great. I think healthcare relationship guidelines in general,
whether you're talking about just your general practitioner, your family, you know,
you're going in for your physical. We hear that a lot from women in our
community that they feel shamed for their body size, their choices and they're



given misinformation and advocating for themselves. Saying like, "Hey, I don't
want to have this discussion with you or I don't, I don't need your, your thoughts
or your opinion or your resources on this. I've got it covered. I'm doing my own
thing, whatever it is" can be really difficult.

But what we're kind of talking about here seems to be like the two sides of the
pendulum, the one side saying that like, you know, "Doctors are the Gospel. Like,
follow whatever the doctors say." And then on the other end of the spectrum is
like, "Doctors are stupid, don't listen to them." Obviously both sides of that
pendulum are extreme and both can be harmful. So what about the messy
middle? Like what's important? What do women really need to-

Emily: It's my favorite place to exist? Like I literally am a gray area person and all
that I do and you know, I think we have to look at what you want at the end. What
are, most people's goals is to come out at the end with a baby, to leave the
hospital not completely physically broken and not to come out of the hospital
emotionally broken. And the scary thing is a lot of moms don't worry about that
emotionally broken piece. The focus is on, "Okay, I need to get through this
physically."

But those are so, so interconnected and that's where you need to have a care
provider you trust or at least someone who you feel you can have a reasonable
conversation with. Again, depending on your geographical area, that will look like
different things for different people here where I gave birth, even if I was followed
by an OB, I hadn't been to this time, but they do an on call rotation.

Emily: So I might've seen my OB for, you know, eight weeks leading up to my
birth. Cause here we usually do GP until about 34, 36 weeks and then an OB.
But if they're not on call, I don't get them. So, that's where you need to take the
opportunity again to have that education for yourself and in the messy middle
because, you know, high risk isn't, that's another, another aspect, right? A lot of
women are like, "Well, I'm high risk so I don't get choices." You still have choices.

If you're high risk, but you need to take it within the context of your experience.
And the thing too, in terms of the fact that we need to put those things that we
want in the forefront. So outcomes, again. UAnd that's what makes me question
or encourage women to question what they know and what their care providers
are telling them because as statistics are showing right now, outcomes aren't
good.



Emily: So there's room to learn as well as routine practices. That's another really
good messy middle thing. A lot of the things that happen in hospital routinely
have no evidence. They've just been there because they did it 50 years ago and
nobody's changed the policy or it works for someone. But it also, sometimes care
providers or hospital based care often see women who come forward with that
information and they're like, "You're a crazy hippy. You found this on Google.
Like, you don't know what you're talking about. You're going to do awful things to
your baby."

And you're like, "Actually, this is from your governing body. The Association of,
you know, obstetric obstetricians and gynecologists." So Canada has the SOGC
and the US has the AOGC, I believe, if I have the letters in the right order. And
they have all of these guidelines that tell them what they should be doing.

Emily: And most of those guidelines aren't routine practices in hospitals. So
anybody can Google those guidelines and bring them forward. And it's not you
getting it off of, you know, the holistic blog somewhere telling you not to do
something. And that's the other piece to it. The other side of the spectrum, like in
the diet and health, food, exercise industry, you do have people who are way out
there and telling women to do incredibly dangerous things. And again, the
context is dangerous to herself.

I very rarely, rarely bring in dangerous to baby into the conversation now, again,
because that's where I'm, I want to put mom in the driver's seat and, but those
recommendations can hurt you too. And avoiding prenatal care is your choice.
But we know the better prenatal care you have, the better outcomes you have.
So some people say, don't go to anybody at all.

Emily: But at the end of the day, you have to do what feels good for you and what
will leave you moving into parenthood as a whole person because it's very hard
to be a new mom when you are either physically broken and, or emotionally
broken. And the concept of trauma in birth is, we're opening it up more and more
now because a lot of the time people assume that you can only have a traumatic
experience if you are a survivor of maybe a sexual or physical abuse and that
environment is triggering for you. But in reality it can happen so easily and it can
happen with words. It doesn't need to be a big scary, you know, life or death
situation, for someone to walk away feeling like their life has been destroyed.
And I think it happens a lot too. Again, two ends of the spectrum.



Emily: You have the women who, like you, Lauren had that first ideal, "I'm going
to have an actual birth and I'm going to do all of this stuff and then I get the
epidural or I have to have an induction." And then you feel that sense of failure.
And that has, that's not true. You still, like, you still had a baby, but the thing was
someone along that path made you feel like you were less than a person for that,
or somebody messaging said that to you when that's not the case at all. And I
think you really need to find, again, someone who's an evidence-based,
evidenced-informed practitioner versus someone who is just doing it because
they've done it for 30 years and this is how I do it.

Lauren: I think, too, with my first birth, I was, you know, young and we seem to
champion those that have a natural birth right? Like, that it's superior. And so
that's what I thought, right? I didn't necessarily take the time to research like,
okay, is it okay to have an epidural? Like what does that mean? Is there any
difference for me? Like, you know, pros and cons, I just thought natural is the
way you're supposed to do it. So that's the way I'm going to do it.

Emily: And the epidural piece is another good example of the messy middle,
right? There's nothing wrong with not wanting one or wanting one. Either way. I
think it comes down to you, you know, it's, the research does show that if you
have an epidural, it does increase certain risks. Does that mean that those risks
are going to happen? No. Does it mean that you're going to have an emergency
c section because you got the epidural? No. Does it say that it might happen?
Possibly. But the thing is there's so many things you can do to mitigate those
negative outcomes.

And I think the people who polarize themselves in one camp or the other don't
take the time to learn how to get through it. So for example, an epidural, if you
don't want one, you don't want one, but you end up having one, but you don't
know how to work with one and keep moving and help baby move down. Yes,
you're going to be at a higher risk of having that c-section or needing extra
medication to help things move on. But if you've prepared yourself before, say, "I
don't want one because x, y and zed, however, if this happens, I might need it
and this is what I'm going to do.” In that case, just it's a plan B and it doesn't
mean that plan B, I'm making a plan B makes plan B happen. And I think a lot of
people are fearful of that.

Annie: That would've been super helpful with my second because I had had an
epidural with my first and just thought, I'm just going to get another one for the



second, it'll be a piece of cake. It will be good. And then, I guess I didn't ask for it
in time and did not get the epidural and they were like, "Okay, now, now you have
to breathe, you're going to," and I was like, "I don't know how to breathe. I didn't
plan for any of this."

Emily: I'm not prepared!

Annie: "You're going to have to tell me right now on the spot because I'm in over
my head." But, so yeah, having that plan B is ridiculously crucial, at least in my
experience. I do want to spend some time, talking about Emily, three prevalent
myths that happen in the birthing community, but just all over and that's body
size, baby size and previous c-sections. Can we debunk some body size
pregnancy birthing myths?

Emily: Absolutely.

Annie: What do you hear?

Emily: That fat women can't have natural births, or women of size, whatever word
you want to use. That's not true at all. At all, just point blank, period. As we know,
having a higher than what's considered societally, society, that's not the word I'm
looking for. Like, socially acceptable or we're told is what we should be does not
mean that your body's broken. People have been having babies literally for, you
know, a long, long, long time and we all came in different sizes and shapes.

But it does have some potential increased risks. But again, it's the same as "Did I
have these risks before? How healthy and you know, was I strong? Was my
blood pressure good? Was my blood sugar good?" Because as we know that
those are not necessarily just things that happen to women who are over what
we consider an okay, tolerable weight.

Emily: And people also think that body size determines how big your baby is
going to be. So that's not true either. Often there's that genetic piece of if you and
your spouse are really just big, tall, giant people, there's probably a good chance
that your baby's going to be a little bit bigger just on, you know, genetic
standpoint. But it doesn't mean if you gain a bunch of weight during your
pregnancy that your baby is going to be a giant baby. As well as there's on the
opposite end of the body size spectrum, there's the assumption that petite
women can't birth babies. I heard comments before, like I'm about five foot two



and I had, you know, big giant balloon belly pregnancies and they'd be like, "Oh,
like, oh, you're so tiny. How are you going to do that?" And I'm like, "Well, my
mom was 96 pounds and like, she popped two out, like, no problem."

Emily: I don't really, it's the idea that, you know, you can't judge a book by its
cover. You don't know someone's pelvis size or dimensions by merely looking at
them. It doesn't, you know, somebody with big thighs and a big bum does not
necessarily have a better birthing pelvis. It's probably looks almost the same as
somebody who appears to be tall, thin and slim.

Cause that's the kind of cool thing about our skeletons too, is different as we are
on the outside, we're all pretty similar, you know, structurally underneath
everything. There are some challenges, again, that could come with that. And
again, related to just general, your baseline, how easily can you move, you know,
what's your fitness level like because birth is hard. It's a workout. And you,
obviously, those are the bigger concerns, but it doesn't mean that you have an
automatic c-section.

Emily: I have people in my life that I know that has happened to and I had to sit
back and I was just like, "Oh my God, I know what they're doing to you." But it
wasn't my place. They didn't ask for help and they didn't want my help. They
were happy with their path. But I thought it just followed that perfect fat shaming
c-section path. And which is usually we're going to give you a late term
ultrasound.

We tell you your baby's going to probably be 12 pounds and then we'll schedule
your c-section before your due date so the baby doesn't get too big. And usually
baby comes out like a lovely little seven pound, eight pound health baby. Which
kind of leads me right into baby size. That late term ultrasounds are notoriously
inaccurate, but most care providers use them as the gold standard.

Emily: So imagine on any of us going in for testing and being like, "Well, there's
an error of margin of about 20% in either direction. So we're giving you this
answer, but it might be this or it might be that." And we wouldn't probably make a
huge, you wouldn't make a major surgical decision based on a very inaccurate
diagnostic tool. I don't think. Most people wouldn't. So they can be off as much as
two pounds. So two pounds in a newborn baby is a massive amount of
difference, right? That's between a seven pound baby and a nine pound baby.



ut you could be told that that baby's nine pounds and you are induced early
because they're so giant and they're actually only five and a half pounds and it
literally could be either end of the spectrum. And so that to me is one of my big
things like don't listen to the weight at the end unless there is a genuine concern
for lack of fetal growth or you have other preexisting conditions that you are
monitoring closely.

Emily: But if you've had a healthy, happy, normal pregnancy, you don't need to
check how big your baby is. And that I think is a very a US thing that have an
ultrasound every visit, right? Or close.

Annie: Yeah. Like, towards the end they get, they do get more frequently. But I
was also gonna say that there seems to be this, it's almost sort of bragging rights
if you have a really big baby, like, "Oh my baby's a chunk. He's a 10 pounder."
You know, like, that's like you like get an extra award or something.

Emily: And the funny thing is most of the time it's the little babies that do more
physical damage to moms than the big babies. It's like one little fist here and
again, a seven pound baby born with a fist on her forehead is a lot harder to push
out than a nine pound baby for most people. But I had both ends. My first, I was
a c-section so it didn't happen that way. My second was that nine pound baby.
And I can honestly say you do feel proud cause like you hold it and you're like,
"Wow, how did that, like, just come out of me?" Like, but not in a bragging way.
It's just more like "This is magic."

Annie: Yeah. Not like a "my baby is better than yours" kind of mom.

Emily: No and then I had our last baby who I thought was going like, and
apparently there is research that shows moms can are better judgers, better
determination of a baby size in late pregnancy than an ultrasound is actually. And
I thought he was going to be huge. It turns out I just had a lot of fluid because he
was born and he was like this itty bitty, my smallest baby. And I thought he was
going to be, like, the biggest.

So my OB actually during my birth, like while I was sleeping was like, "How big
do you think this baby is?" And I looked at him like, "I have no clue." He's like,
"Well, you know, you're like the best person to judge that." I'm like, "I have no
idea how big this baby is. Please. I don't care." And again, the whole size of
baby, like, yeah, what are we concerned about if it's a big baby, you know, other



than the fact that you're sure that there's no, again, preexisting, lots of healthy
people have 10 pound healthy, happy babies and it's not a big deal cause we
don't panic when you know, you have that six pound baby who's on the smaller
end of the spectrum.

Emily: And the previous c-sections, which again baby size leads to c-sections
because a lot of women are pressured or given a lot of stress that they need to
have a c-section because their baby's so big. That again, they put the fear of God
into people that, oh, they're going to destroy your vagina. Like, "Oh my God, it's
never going to be the same."

And I don't know, Ina May Gaskin is a pretty like, prevalent midwife in the States.
She's written a lot. She's very far on one end of the spectrum, I will admit.
However, she has a lot of wisdom too and I like her approach and she said, "You
never hear men complaining that their penis is, don't go back to, you know,
normal after an erection. Your vagina is just as incredible. So it's designed to do
what it needs to do and then go back to normal."

Emily: So yeah, I think our care providers and social, other moms make you feel
really scared that, "Oh my God, this baby's going to, you know, wreck me."

Annie: Well, and just in general, we do that to women. Like we do that to each
other. It's like, "Oh my gosh, my girlfriend, she did this or let me tell you about
what happened when I had my," you know, and it's like we tell these horrific
stories that are like usually the outliers, like-

Emily: Part of my approach too is honesty. I think we need to share some of
those things, not some of them, we need to share it all. But the thing is just as
many outliers, there's those in-betweens that are just totally fine and you need to
know about those totally fine stories too. And the other myth though is once a
c-section, always a c-section, that's sadly it's still a pretty prevalent
misconception.

Emily: Again, in the U S it's a little different than in Canada, but very similar. You
have people in a camp that think it's crazy dangerous and you never should have
a baby after you've had a c-section or vaginal birth because of risk of uterine
rupture. And then you have other people who are like, you know, "Do it at all
costs. You know, any risk I'm willing to take because I need to have that vaginal
birth." And at the core of it is figuring out why. Like, what do you want to feel like



when you have your baby? And if you really deep down, think about it. You want
to feel happy, you want to feel like it's the greatest day of your life because it is.
Don't let anyone ever tell you that the day your baby is born or the day a baby
you carry for someone else's born is not the biggest day of your life.

Emily: And even if you have 12 kids, 12 days of your life are literally the biggest
day. And it should be a good day. You should not walk away from that feeling like
something bad happened to you when it literally is the most incredible thing ever.
And it doesn't mean it has to be an intervention-free vaginal birth to be a good
one. A c-section can be great too. And so that, in terms of figuring out where you
lie for a previous c-section, I think a lot of women are either scared of having a
bad, you know, try and have a vaginal birth, failing.

Again, if you can see my hands are in the air quote failing, and end up with an
emergency c-section again. So they say, "No, I'm just going to go for the
c-section from the beginning. I can't go through that again." You have people who
are like, "I need to have my vaginal birth. I need to heal from the c-section. I want
to know that my body can do it."

Emily: But what happens if you have a c-section at the end of that too, you're not
going to feel any better. You need to come to a place that "When my baby comes
into the world, I want to feel good. I want to feel heard, I want to feel loved and I
want to feel safe. And then it's a good birth." So you can feel all of those things
with the c-section. You can feel all of those things with an instrumental vaginal
birth and you can feel all of those things with a completely au naturel,
intervention-free birth.

And they can happen in any environment too. I really believe that. But if anyone
tells you you can't have a vaginal birth, that you've had a c-section, ask them why
and dig deep because if you want to try, you should, if that's what you want,
especially when you need to understand that you shouldn't say understand, but
you should have an appreciation for what the actual risk and statistics are.

Emily: Especially with VBACs, they, the big thing is if you have a uterine rupture,
it's very dangerous to mom and baby. But keep in mind a uterine rupture is
considered like any small, it's not necessarily like a full blown emergency
situation every time either. And the actual risk of it happening is about one in 200.
So it's less than 1% that it could happen, but it's framed in a way that it seems to



be that risk is very high and far too great a risk to take when in reality routine
practices put us out a lot greater risk. Just based on the amount that it's used.

Annie: Emily, I know we could go on forever and ever and there's things actually
on the outline that I would love to get to, but we're going to run out of time so
we'll have to have you back. But I do want to end with, if you could just, if women
are listening and they're thinking about finding a Doula or a birth educator,
healthcare provider, how can they go about doing that and how do they
differentiate between evidence-based practitioners and kind of woo-ey non
evidence-based practitioners?

Emily: In terms of your, we'll start kind of from the top of the pyramid and go
down. So if you're looking for your medical care providers, so be that a midwife or
an OB or some family physicians also deliver babies, I would start, if you have a
primary care practitioner, start with them and see if you have a good relationship.

I should add, talk to them and see who they recommend. If you have options and
choices like a lot do in the States, read the reviews, go in the Facebook moms
groups, go wherever there are moms who have had babies in your area and talk
to them, you're going to see some extreme stories. Again, those outliers.
However, there's often a common theme that you're going to find somebody who,
you know, everybody loves or everybody hates.

Emily: And usually the one everybody loves is a better, a better choice. But also
you'll know when your first appointment. Ask the hard questions right there, ask
them what their c-section rate is. Ask them what their induction rate is and if
they're above what the standard is, you should probably keep looking because
you want someone who is working really hard to, you know, meet the
expectations of their governing bodies and keeping women safe. In terms of
midwives, again in the States, it depends on which state you're in, whether
they're legal or not and the type of care.

Some people think, you know, certified nurse midwives are better than your direct
entry or traditional midwives, not necessarily the case. You need to, again, look
at their statistics, their history, how many births had they attended, how did they
go, what's their transfer of care rates?

Emily: Because there's lots of midwives out there that their mamas, most of them
always give birth and they'd never had to transfer to hospital. Then you have



some who have a long list of complaints. That's another thing too is look at the
College of Physicians or the College of Midwives or whatever governing body for
your individual state or province would be, and find out how many complaints
were against them because that's usually a good indicator.

That doesn't always mean, though, that they're not a good choice because if
they've had one and they've learned from that, I would much rather be with that
care provider who listened and learned and got better than someone who didn't.
And then for Doulas, childbirth educators, things like that, there's something
called Doulamatch.net. It's a really easy to use website that you just kind of plug
in where you live, what your due date is, and it'll give you the availability for
general, again, cast your net out and then interview.

Emily: Put yourself in the driver's seat. If your order is wrong at a restaurant,
you're going to tell someone it's wrong. You're going to read reviews before you
go. Do not walk into birth blindly and being like, "Oh, this is perfect. Like, this is
the first person on Google. Their SEO is awesome, but they're actually absolute
crap." Look at them and talk to them. And if you click, that's great and not
everybody's going to click.

And I think too in this journey that I've been on even since when first talking to
talked about coming together was I thought there's only one type of person,
right? Birth workers, we tend to really stereotype them. But the more I've dug in
and the more I've kind of networked and found people, you've got people for
every kind of family, every kind of birthing person, every kind of woman, every
kind of man, whatever.

Emily: There's even like Doula dude doulas out there now, which I think are
phenomenal because how many dads would love to have someone who could,
like, help them in a masculine way? Some it might make uncomfortable, but and I
think that's the part is just find someone who you like cause you're going to
spend a lot of time with them and they're going to be there for a big, big, big part
of your day. And if you're looking for childbirth education, I am offering an
awesome course called The Good Birth Course, which again, will equip you with
all of these, like, the big rocks as you lovely ladies put it because that's what
matters is figuring out what your big rocks are and then creating your plan around
that to move forward.



Annie: That's awesome. So you have, I mean, well, tell us where they can find
you, but then also you have a little download for our listeners, right?

Emily: A little freebie. I'm so excited to share it. You can find me on Instagram or
Facebook at thegoodbirthco, as well as my website is thegoodbirthco.com and
my freebie if you would like to get your hands on my five-step template, which is
called The Birth Well Planned, is just a really simple one pager to help you work
through what, you know, what are your big rocks, what are your big concerns,
what are your big fears and how can you communicate that to your care provider
in one simple sentence at the end. And I'm also offering, so if you download that
you get a special invitation to a Balance365 Life radio only Webinar to actually
work through that together as a group so you can either download it, work
through it as a template on your own or you can join me and I can help you figure
that out.

Annie: So awesome. If I were, I'm not having any more babies, but if I were, I
would totally be a customer because, like I said, it was just such a view-shifting
experience to have someone showing me what all of my options were with no
bias. And just like here, like I said, it was just like a buffet. It was, I can't describe
it any other way. Like, I'm clearly hungry guys.

But, and it was just so nice and it was like, "Which one suits you?" And I think
that's just the and It's like to feel like, "Hey, I know enough about myself and my
body and my baby and my past experiences and what I want moving forward to
make a really great choice. And I feel supported in doing that." So I think it's
awesome work you do Emily and I can't thank you enough for coming on the
show with us. Finally. Finally we made it happen.

Emily: It was the right time though. I needed a few more babies.

Annie: Well, truth be told, I don't know if I ever told you but the first time we
recorded this I screwed up the audio somehow. I mean shocker, it's like not, I
mean podcast audio problems are like a dime a dozen in the Balance365 life
radio podcast era. But so I am so happy to share this and I know that our
listeners are going to love it and we will be sure to link all of your social
connections and your, the link to download that template in our show notes as
well. And on the blog.



Emily: I'm looking forward to hearing from anyone with any crazy questions, and
I'm never afraid to answer even like the super weird ones that are like, "Oh my
God."

Annie: Those are the best ones.

Emily: Exactly. And there's a lot of them. So-

Annie: Yeah. Awesome.

Emily: Contact me at any time.

Annie: Alright. Thank you, Emily. We'll talk soon, okay?

Emily: Thanks, ladies.

Lauren: Bye.

Annie: Bye. This episode is brought to you by the Balance365 program. If you're
ready to say goodbye to quick fixes and false promises and yes to building
healthy habits and a life you're 100% in love with, then check out Balance365.co
to learn more.


